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ABSTRACT
A review is given on the features of magnetic traps with
a spherical separatrix, with special emphasis on Tornado
spiral coil configurations. The confinement and heating of
static plasmas in Tornado traps is treated, including the
topology of the magnetic field structure, the magneto-mechani•••I properties of the magnetic coil system, as well as the
t 'jticle orbits and plasma behaviour in these traps. In
4< lit ion, the mode of rotating plasma operation by crossed
•Jectric and magnetic fields is being described. The results
a: experiments on static and rotating plasmas are summarized,
i.nd conclusions are drawn about future possibilities of Tornado traps for the creation and containment of hot plasmas.
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1.

Introduction

All closed magnetic field systems used for plasma confinement can be divided into two classes:
(i)

Systems having mainly a toroidal magnetic field component
within the region of plasma confinement.

(ii) Systems having a poloidal magnetic field component which
is essentially larger than other magnetic field components
being involved.
Purely toroidal or purely poloidal fields have field lines
which close upon themselves after one turn around the currents
which create these fields, as shown by Figs, la and lb, respectively. A superposition of these field types leads to a
helical field structure, as first considered by I.E. Taran in
1928 [l] and outlined in Fig. lc. For this structure the field
lines usually do not close upon themselves, but they still circulate within a closed confinement volume. This field geometry
is characterized by the presence of a "rotational transform",
"shear", and in some cases also by an average field strength
minimum ("minimum-average-B"). Detailed information about the
properties of a large number of field geometries C2-8) is given
in an extensive review by A.I. Morosov and L.S. Solovjov [_9\ .
In this review the two classes (i) and (ii) of fields defined
above will be denoted as "toroidal" and "poloidal". Examples
on the toroidal class are given by the Tokamak, Stellarator,
and their modifications, and on the poloidal class by the
Levitron, Spherator, and other Nultipoles, as well as by the
Tornado device.
At least in principle, the poloidal field systems have
some advantages as compared to the toroidal ones. Among these
are the comparably small sensitivity of the field structure
with respect to perturbations, the possibility of obtaining
large beta values B « 4yQnkT/B2, the small spatial separation of the "banana" trajectories as compared to the Larmor

radius, with a corresponding absence of neoclassical diffusion.
At the same time it is in practice more difficult to create
poloidal than toroidal field traps, because the former usually require solid conductors to be placed "inside" the plasma
body. Such systems are usually denoted as "internal conductor systems" but this name can in our mind become misleading
in the sense that the problems of preventing the plasma from
interaction with an "internal" conductor or an "external" wall
are, in principle, equivalent.
Among the poloidal field systems a subclass can be defined which is characterized by a simply connected separatrix.
The latter thus consists of a surface (mostly shperical), the
enclosed field lines of which do not intersect the same surface.
In addition to the advantages of poloidal field systems
just mentioned, attention should be drawn to some particular
features of the Tornado traps \J6,10-22] being considered in
this paper:
(i)

There is a possiblity of letting the ends of the "inner"
conductor run out of the confinement region into external
space. The magnetic field arising from the electric
currents through these ends will become parallel to a
spherical separatrix and should therefore not destroy
the magnetic field closure.

(ii) A region having an absolute magnetic field strength minimum ("minimum-B") can be realized in these traps. The
region is, of course, not bounded just by the separatrix
itself, but is defined by a surface lying somewhat inside the separatrix. Thus, there are field lines leaving
this region but still being bounded by the separatrix.
The plasma creation and heating in Tornado traps is relatively complicated. At present the most convenient method
for this purpose seems to be that based upon crossed electric
and magnetic fields 1^23,24] • Obviously a combination of this
method of plasma creation and heating with the method of confinement by Tornado trapB offers an interesting alternative,

and a way of using the advantages of both methods in an optimal way.
In the present paper a review will be given on the theoretical and experimental investigations of plasma confinement
in traps with a spherical separatrix, with special attention
to Tornado configurations and to plasma creation and heating
in such traps by crossed electric and magnetic fields.
2.

Confinement and Heating of Static Plasmas inj?ornadk> Traps

We first limit ourselves to the behaviour of static plasmas
ii> Tornado traps. Later, in Section 3 of this paper, the effects
:.i crossed electric and magnetic fields will be included, as
veil as their associated macroscopic velocity of rotation.
>•. 1. General Features of Magnetic Fie_ldj5_with a Spherical
Separatrix
In 1959 B. Lehnert[2] proposed a system (Fig.2) which
h?3 come to be called the "Spherator". It consists of a ring
conductor being surrounded by a concentric thin coil system
tha turns of which form a sphere, as well as a linear conductor running thiough the system along its axis. The poloidal
Maids from the ring conductor and spherical coll currents
and the toroidal field from the linear conductor current form
a resulting field which has a rotational transform and shear.
The spherical coil of radius R Q "cuts off" the field from the
external space. Thereby the condition for a vanishing field
outside of the sphere, i.e. for radial distances r >R o » w a s
used to find the corresponding current distribution on the
spherical surface r - R Q [2] . in this case r = R o thus becomes
a spherical separatrix of the magnetic field. This simply connected separatrix has two stagnation points (singularities) [_3J,
i.e. where the sphere is penetrated by the linear conductor.
It, this axisymmetric system there- are exact toroidal nested
magnetic surfaces, being inside the separatrix and surrounding
tie annular conductor.
A system similar to that just being described has been
constructed by S. Yoshikawa and colleagues, first with a
Piechanically supported ring (1968) [.4], and later (1970) with

a levitated ring
In 1962 G.V. Skornyakov fj6,7l reported a study of the
tcpological properties of the magnetic surfaces, singularities,
structure, and stability of the field for a broad class of magnetic fields. In principle, the fields of this class can be
produced by surface currents in a toroidal region bounded by
a superconducting surface. The existence of a magnetic boundary
surface (separatrix) is ensured through the use of a superconductor. The case examined in Ref.QT} is that in which the toroidal surface is formed by a superconducting sphere and by a
thin "cross-piece" which passes through the sphere, in a way
to connect diametrically opposite points on the latter. The
cross-piece forms a helix the turns of which are everywhere at
the same distance from the internal surface of the sphere.
It has later been pointed out that the realization of
such fields becomes possible also with the help of non-superconductors, by means of a more or less crude approximation of
the current distribution existing on the superconducting sphere.
Thus, in 1970 B.P. Peregood and A.A. Semenov showed that the
Spherator field is a particular case of the class of fields
having a spherical separatrix [_6] , and they proposed a method
for the creation of such fields. In particular, it was shown
that it is not necessary to reproduce the current distribution
of the superconducting sphere when creating fields with a
spherical separatrix such as those considered in \j>~\ , and
that the Spherator [_2~3 does not need a spherical coil with
a complicated current distribution. Thus, all these fields
can be created by simple methods[8] . In Ref.Qf| the problem
was considered of finding the magnetic field components being
produced by a linear current and by the image current which
arises in the conductor surrounding the linear current.
Consider an infinite region with finite conductivity and
magnetic permeability \i = 1 in which there is a spherical
cavity. Within the cavity, on a conductor being concentric with
the surface of this sphere, there is a linear current of arbitrary shape. The latter can have the form of a closed current
within the sphere (e.g. in the form of a ring as in Fig. 3.».),

or can be closed by linear cross-pieces. In the latter case
the ends of the current path can be connected by a linear cross
piece coinciding with one of the sphere diameters (Fig.3b) or
can be connected at two diametrically opposite points by means
of the conducting surface (Fig.3c).
The field within the cavity can be written

t) +

B

f(t),

where B is the field of the linear current, f(t) is a function which determines the time dependence of this current, and
B^(r,0,y,t) is the eddy current field. The problem is to find

B^^e^t).
Expressions have been obtained describing the magnetic
field components produced by a current being arbitrarily distributed on an imaginary sphere with the radius r. (see Fig.3)
and the current induced in the surrounding conducting space
when a linear current is being introduced. These results were
obtained for any time with a given function f(t) and, in particular, at the moment t = 0 of a linear current jump where
f(t)

JO, t < Oj
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It turned out that, at the iroment t = 0, the formulae of the
induced field components became identical with those of the
linear current field components when the radius
placed by the radius
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.= r /r,

r.

was re-

(see Figs. 3 and 4 ) . Con-

sequently, the full magnetic field components in the cavity can
be rewritten in the forms
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This result implies that a field, such as that which
arises within n hollow conducting sphere of radius r when
the current I. is turned on can be produced by means of two
currents I. and I_ut« The current T. can have an arbitrary
distribution on an imaginary sphere with r. < r and being
concentric with the conducting sphere .The current *ou*.*s ^he image
of I. and must be geometrically similar to it. Thus, I .
lies on a sphere
having a radius r . = r /r. , has the
r
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and is directed oppositely to the current Iin» This also means
that the field produced by two such currents has a spherical
separatrix of radius
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out

(3)

This essentially constitutes the solution to the problem of
the inversion of currents with respect to a superconducting
sphere.
The possibility of using currents having an arbitrary distribution permits us to produce closed fields with given distributions and, in particular, fields which may be of interest
for other purposes than the thermal insulation of a plasma.
The field of the straight radial current has no radial
components, so that the introduction of such a current has
no effect on the existence, shape, or position of the separatrix. In addition, suoh currents c«n b«? used to produce rotational transforms and shear, to close the currents on the
spheres, and t.o supply current to the system.
The use of the image currants makes it unnecessary to
approximate surface currents by spherical coils as in the systems mentioned at the bogirun.na of this chapter. In addition,
this also provides a technical advantage In that, the separatrix does not coincide with Un surface en which the conductors are being situated. Fig. 4 qives examples of systems
with currents creating fields with a spherical separatrix. The

Spherator \2~\ can consist of two concentric rings having
radii r. and r . lying in one plane, including a linear
conductor being perpendicular to this plane and passing through
the common center of the rings, as shown in Fig. 4a. An expression for the spherator field components have been given in
paper [V} both for the inner region of the separatrix and for
the external one.
Here and later in this paper we shall not explicitly cite
the descriptions of the American Spherator Q4,5j and the interesting results obtained with it. Even though the field of
this Spherator has a simply connected separatrix, the form of
the separatrix is not spherical but flattened out at the poles.
The flatness can be changed to some extent by means of changing
the currents in its windings. This field creation is possible
only in the case of a high degree of symmetry of the current
system producing the field. The system has axial symmetry and
contains a levitated ring (or coil) with a circulating current.
Further, we shall only consider systems with spiral symmetry
in this survey. As mentioned above there is no problem in these
systems to supply the "inner" conductor with current, and there
is no problem of supports for this conductor, at least in a
first approximation (see below). The current system given in
Fig.4c is belonging to this type. It consists of two geometrically similar helical conductors situated on two concentric
spheres, with two linear cross pieces connecting the ends of
the helices, and two semi-infinite straight conductors closing
the currents of the system. If the helices are wound with a
constant spacing, the field components in the Tornado trap Jn
the region r,
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a - l/2w with w being the numbers of turns in the helix, V the associated
functions of Legendre, and I = '. = 1
^ r\Jx atis ^^ current flowing
In the inner spiral and its two straight links. When r < r. , we should
replace the quantity (r^/r)"* 2 by (r/r^)"" 1 in the equation for B r , replace (rjj/r)"*2 by (n+1) ( r / r ^ J ^ V n in the equations for B e and B^,,
and discard the quantity v I/2nr sine in B .
In paper[6j the field of two equal and opposite currents having the
form of two concentric spherical helices has been proposed to form a magnetic trap. Here the current in the external helix was considered to be
a rough approximation of the current distributed on the superconducting
sphere and no fields were assured to be produced by currents flowing along
the straight links and the supplying wires. It is evident that the field of
such current systems has inside itself a region with a small field strength.
Consequently this field becomes convenient for ttie purpose of plasma confinement. Such "Tornado" traps have been realized [10-22] and investigated
before the appearance of Ref .[iB]. Although the field of these traps does
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losses become only mnderatp.lv larqe, as shcvai later. As a rule, these losses
are less than those not being connected with an uncloseness of the field,
i.e. losses from drift notions, col iisimal diffusion, and anomalous losses
due to possible instabilities.
The Tornado traps have been modified into systems with a spherical separatrix, partly because the conditions determining the existence of the
separatrix became known at a later stage, and partly because the separatrix
does not become localized on the external helix but has the radius r < r ,.
As a consequence, considerable constructive changes have recently been made
and sane new possibilities have opened up. The most important of these are
the adjustment and localization of the external helix turns on the vacuum
chamber. In its turn, this has given possibilities of plasma heating in
the trap, at least on principle. In the trap Q- 0 ! a large amount of neutral
gas surrounding a conductor has complicated the process of plasma heating.
Further considerations of systems with a spherical separatrix will be
made in this survey with the help of obtained results and future plans of
the Tornado traps.
2.2. The Structure and Topological Stability of Tornado Trap Magnetic Fields
It is evident that the existence of an exact separatrix is not a condition being sufficient for effective plasma confinement. The structure of
the field in a volume bounded by the separatrix and its topological stability are nevertheless of considerable importance. The field structure to be
studied here includes both the fcrhaviour of the field lines and the fornt
of the spatial field strength distribution.
When an axis of symmetry is existing in the first order, only the low
order of symmetry of the current system producing the Tornado trap field
does not allow an analytic calculations of all the.se characteristics. Thus,
only a numerical calculation seems tc be possible, as well as experiments.
Both these methods and the results of such investigations were reported in
detail in papers [10-19J .
Detailed measurements of the field strength distribution being reported
in an earlier paper [loi confirm the existence of a magnetic barrier in
the trap. A rough representation of the field distribution is given by
a three-dimensional graph pictured in Fig. 5 . In the figure the region
of large field strength near the conductors has not boen visualized.
A system of conductors; consist ing of two helices wound with the same
constant angular pitch on two concentric spheres, with two straight links
between the ends (Fig.6) was taken as <\ model for the Tornado trap when
making numerical calculations [ll]. The helices were placet} such as when
a radius frcm the common aonfcnr meets one helix, it also meets the other.

Ii
The s«traight links lie on the diameter joining the poles of the outer
sphere. This pystm has an axis of syimetry 00', which passes through the
center of the spheres and the points of intersection of the helloes with
the equatorial plane. The system jan be described in spherical coordinates
f) ,v\(p with 1^ defined with respect to the equatorial plane and <f situated
in the plane of the axis of syntnetry <Fig.6). The equations of the helices
and links are:
for the inner helix,

=af •

for the outer helix,
(7)

\,

for the links

=0J
Here a = 1/2 n, where n is the nuntaer of turns of each helix.
The parameters a, n w and r\ were chosen such as to irake the geometry
of the model as close as possible tc that of c«ne of the actual systems presently under test. Formdae of the: field coiponents for such conductor system
were written down witn the help of the Bio-Sa^art law. In this connection
paper jljQ has been reported before the results of paper £8]. The results
can be found in Refs. fl7,18J .
The field lines are derived by numerical integration of an ordinary
systems c f differential equation*..

\h

= ds/B

(8)

in which ds is the differential of the arc length of a field
line, while B is the field strength. This system is integrated
by the Runge-Kutta method, the correct step size being chosen
by repeated calculations for every field line. In certain cases
the step size is altered during calculation on a certain line.
The field distributionswere chosen to test whether there can exist
an internal region of relatively weak field strength and where
the field is increasing in all directions of space. The results
are given by Figs. 7-9. The field was calculated for a- 1/28,
H, = 1, T , ~ 1-25, and I
» I
. Thus, it was found that the
field increases away from the center in all directions for the
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parameter values of this calculation (Figs. 7,8).
Figure 9 further shows the field along coordinate lines
corresponding ton having the values 1.050, 1.100, 1.150, and
1.200 in the planeCp= 0. These coordinate lines run into regions
of increasing field strength} they show that the field is peaked
near the equatorial plane. On all curves the field oscillates
around a mean value, and the amplitude of the oscillations increases as the surface of the sphere is being approached (curves
1 and 4 ) . The mean field decreases somewhat in the direction towards the poles of the system, but rises sharply as the links are
approached. In spite of the oscillations, the field everywhere between the spirals is several times stronger than at the center.
Thus, the system contains a region of weaker field surrounded
by a magnetic barrier.
The general behaviour of the field lines is given by Figs.
10 and 11 where projections of the lines on the planes if- 0 and
y = * are shown, respectively. Visualized fields of the Tornado
trap are also given by Fig. 12, where one of the photographs has
been obtained by the special method of paper [l6j .
The magnetic field in the volume bounded by the separatrix
has a complicated structure. A large number of calculations [11,17,
183 an<* results of numerous experiments Q.3,15,16] have allowed
to obtai-i a rather complete Jdea about the field line behaviour
in the trap.
Next to the inner side of the separatrix there is a relatively thin sheath of field lines which form a closed toroidal magnetic surface. The existence of such a sheath has been assumed in
paperfY] , and its thickness has been evaluated in Ref.jj.7]. In
the gap between the helices the toroidal surfaces forming the
sheath are similar to the separatrix, but near the poles they
form a "stocking" around the conductors of the inner helix (Fig.
13). Further in the interior there are field lines which pass
around several conductors of the helix and also "step" along
these conductors; in some places the number of encircled conductors changes suddenly by one. These field lines do not form
closed toroidal surfaces (Fig.14).
The existence in the Idealized system of an exact separatrix,
and even of a sheath of c-lotted mayjuetic dux facet», is-j not sufficient
for practical plasma confinement. The field structure has namely
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to be topologically stable against perturbations. From this
point of view, the fundamental qualitative aspect of the problem is less important than the additional particles losses which
arise .n a perturbed field.
Field perturbations arise primarily because the conductors
in a real trap are of finite thickness. The unavoidable errors
in the shape and position of the helices could violate the
basic condition for the existence of a separatrix - i.e. the
geometric similarity of the currents. In addtion, there are
characteristic features of the Tornado traps such as perturbations due to the deformation of the helix by the ponderomotive
forces during the current pulse [icf] , as well as perturbations
due to deviations of the helix current ratio from the value at
which a separatrix exists. The latter perturbations are of particular interest, not only because this type of perturbation is
always present in an actual trap, but also because this is the
easiest type of controlled perturbation to be produced.
When the current ratio m = I *./'Iin i s c n a n 9 e < * *>y a large
amount (e.g. from m = 0 to m = •»), the magnetic field should
change radically. At m = 0 and m = » the field is produced by
the current going through only one of the helices. Such a field
is clearly not closed and is similar to the field of a mirror
system. For a certain current ratio there exists a spherical
separatrix. The field in the central part of the trap is then
small and there are magnetic barriers between the helices.
There is definite interest in finding a general description of
the evolution of trapped fields under the influence of perturbations corresponding to large changes in m. A case of more
practical importance is that of a rather small change in m near
the value m o at which the separatrix exists.
In paper |j 7] the field lines (their relatively short segments)
were calculated for different values of m = IOut/^Iin# T h e r e ~
suits of these calculations are shown in Fig. 15, in which the
transverse cross sections of the trap in the meridian plane
have been plotted with^= 0 along the projections of the lines
in this plane. The values of m vary in the figures from left
to right, i.e. from m - 0.5 to m --• 1.5 with A m = 0.25. Figures
15b and 15c (in = 0.75 and 1.0,respectively) show that the
field lines can be separated into two classes; exterior lines
and interior lines. The boundary between these classes lies
in the gap between the helices. As thf current ratio decreases,
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from ra = 0.89 at which a separatrix exists to the value
m = 0.75 and lower, the boundary shifts toward the outside of
the trap. In this case Fig 15a shows that the structure of the
magnetic field is changed radically. The lines passing through
the central region do not remain in the volume surrounded by
the magnetic barriers. Instead they go beyond the outer helix
into the weak-field region. This structural change occurs somewhere in the range 0.50 < m< 0.75.
If the current ratio is increased above m the boundary shifts
towards the center of the trap, and the inner field lines are
squeezed against the conductors of the inner helix. For m = 1.2 5
(Fig. 15d) the field vanishes at the center of the trap and the
boundary is bent into the trap and passes through its center.
The field lines leave the inner region and escape from the
trap. Figure 15e shows that for m - 1.5 the magnetic field is
governed almost completely by the currents in the outer helix.
Accordingly, for values 0< m< 0.5 and m>1.25, the field lines
do not remain within a oounded volume. Instead they emerge from
the central region and leave the trap. In the range of 0.65< m
< 1.10 the boundary lies in the gap between the helices and, to
the extent to which a conclusion can be reached from the calculations for short line fragments, the field lines do not leave
the closed volume.
In the same paper J17J a method was proposed which allows
to calculate the value of the magnetic flux leaving the trap
when there is a small perturbation corresponding to the change
in m near m .
The simply connected separatrix which exists at the current
ratio m must have singularities p.3]. In the present case these
are intersections of the separatrix with the linear cross-pieces
connecting the pnds of the helices. The radial component of the
field vanishes at these points. When a relatively weak perturbation is applied, the singularities associated with the vanishing
radial components can change position. From each such singularity one can draw a set of field lines and continue these lines
until they intersect the equatorial plane where <5=* 0 (see
Fig, 13b). The locus of intersections consists of two closed
curves. If a separatrix exists in the system, these curves
coincide at all points. If, on the other hand, the curves intersect
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this means that there is a gap in the system (Fig. 16a). The
dependence of the relative width of the gap A/i , on in is given
in Fie,. 16b. Here the gap width is determined not in the equator!;
plane but on the cone where$- -1.30. The gap width is arbitrarily assumed to be positive if the field lines beginning at the
singularity with V»= +TT/2 are closer to the center of the trap
than the field line emerging from the singularity with Tr= -TT/2
(Fig.16a). In the opposite case, the gap width becomes negative.
Thus, the trap field occurs to be topologically unstable
within the accuracy of one step length of the numerical calculations. When the current ratio deviates from the value m for
which a separatrix exists, gaps appear in the system having a
width which increases monotonically with an increasing perturbation. At the same time, as mentioned above, the importance of
these results is not due to the presence or absence of topological stability itself but to the actual particle losses, being
the result of the field perturbations. From this point of view
Fig. 16c is the most informative one. It shows the dependence
on m of the relative value A$/<f> of the magnetic flux leaving
the trap, as well as the corresponding dependence of the flux
being connected with field lines forming the sheath of the
toroidal magnetic surfaces. Here $ denotes the flux circulating
in the volume bounded by the undisturbed separatrix. It is evident that, in principle, the field steps have to be small not
at the moment when the simply connected separatrix is destroyed,
but only when the outermost surface of the sheath of the toroidal magnetic surfaces becomes destroyed. This will happen when
the flux leaving the trap becomes equal to the flux circulating
within the sheath occupied by the toroidal surfaces. More
exactly, it is then necessary that the leaving flux exceeds
1/4 of the circulating flux (see Ref. |l7J ) . The coresponding
curves (Fig. 16c) intersect at m -••• C.8S and iti = 0.94; hence
with mr< 0.85 and m £0.94, the sheath of toroidal magnetic
surfaces is disrupted and field lines will exist in the system
which emerge from the central region and leave the trap during
their first revolution. In the range 0.85;.' m< 0.94 there are no
such lines. We thus point out the interesting fact that, despite
of the thinness of this sheath, its total disruption
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a significant change A m= 0.05 m in the current ratio. From
Fig. 16c it is also seen that, in the considerably more wide
range of m-value changes, the leaving flux is of the order
-4
of 10
as compared with the total flux circulating in the
system. Therefore particle losses being"connected with field
lines leaving the trap should become negligible when large perturbations of m are excluded, e.g. these losses become less
than those arising from other effects than field perturbations.
2.3. Magneto-Mechanical Stability of the Current System Creating
the Trap Field and the Trap "Life Time"
As has been mentioned above, realization of the leviated ring
conductors or coils and supplying them with currents are the
main difficulties of traps with poloidal fields. Practically, this
problem can be solved by means of usir.g superconducting coils
supplied with undamped currents and with the help of a feedback
system controlling the magnetic field and supporting the coils
in a fixed position [s] . All these systems are interesting and
productive in the investigations of the plasma behaviour in closed
poloidal fields, and in the search for new solutions of the plasma
confinement problem. At the same time, their perspectives of
becoming fusion devices are doubtful on our minds.
There are, however, no oroblems in supplying the "inner" conductors with current in the case o£ the field with a spherical
separatrix being treated in terms of geometrically similar currents
lying on two spheres as shown in section 2.1. Here the arrangements
for feeding the current conductors also serve the purpose of
mechanical support for the spiral coil with the smaller diameter.
But in this case too the problem of the "supports" occurs to be
sovled only partly, at least for the Tornado trap. The point is
that the elasticity of the conductor material is sufficient to
support the shape and position of the inner helix in absence of
current only. Obviously, a current system is affected by its magnetic field, and has no equilibrium when the elastic forces are
small as compared with the pondermotive forces arising from the
current in the spiral conductors. The outer helix has to be fixed
on the sphere placed outside the separatrix, and it can therefore lean on a vacuum chamber or a special framework. But the
turns of the inner helix cannot be fixed in gny way because this
would cause plasma losses to the constructive elements if such
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were introduced into the volume bounded by the separatrix and
being occupied by the plasma. This loss would occur already
during a very short time, being of the order of the particle transit time. As to the use of some other feeding conductors, being
analogous to and available as supports [2j , this will transfomr
the sheath of toroidal magnetic surfaces into a sheath of multiconnected surfaces, although the spherical separatrix will still
remain. This is true. <->f course, only in the case of geometrical
similarity of the currents lying on the sphares. In order to confine the plasma it is not sufficient to require the magnetic
field lines not to leave the closed volume. In addition, it is
necessary that there should be no zero value cf the field strength
near the boundary of the closed volume. The only topological surthe one-fold simply
connected surface, i.e, the sui trice being geometrical iy similar
to a torus jji, 3 1 .
face,

for which In 1 s äein-tnd is fulfil Je

At the moment of a currr-nt switcn-on, the inner helix begins
to contract axially towards l.:he equatorial plane, such as to decrease the turn spacings d the helix near this plane and a
contraction ari ses between Lhe helix turns (Fig. 17;. Their
motion takes place with increasing acceleration at strong helix
currents, and the contraction of the helix has the character of
an instability. After the end cf a current pulsp the helix returns to its initial shape because of the elastic forces.
Thus the available time interval for an experimental investigation of the plasma or of the behaviour of confined particles becomes determined by the inertia of the helix and by the spiralcurrent. Just during the t ime interval of an experiment thn
helix displacements are relatively small, and one can neglect
the effects on the particle losses being caused by changes in
the helix structure.
In traps with separntrix diameters of 200-300 mm the total
contraction time (operation time or "Life time" of trap) has
been measured in paper Q o ] , It was found to be equal to about
10 msec, e.g. its value was approximately one order larger than
the plasma life time in the case of classical diffusion. An increase of this trap "Life tum?", ;:>erng described in [iS] , agree:?
well with experiment) rrsul i .". The "Life time" of systems >-i(:h
larger dtamete) s sur:h sir. Tornado--6'JO jjlH^'ij ri pubars to bf:
sufficient to I lives'. i<T)t.'- in «i<-1-?.i 1 t.i.e bohavLour of the cor,
faiined plafir.i at h ; - i K r , i ! .<i <-••••

•" ';1-O'!t

10 e v , M o c o v o r , In
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accordance with paper [_16J , an Investigation of contained plasmas
is possible also in trie case of systems with r. -~ 1000 mm, and
plasma temperatures T. ~ 5G0 tv. The finite duration of an existing trap does not exclude its use as a pulsed neutron source, and
for other practical purposes L.24J . But a prognosis about these
traps as fusion reactors is not favourable because of the small
"life time" of the system as compared to the characteristic times
of a fusion reactor and its corresponding plasma life time, also
when making the assumption that classical diffusion is the main
reason for the plasma losses.
A deviation from a current distribution having the form of
a helix with equal angular steps provides a possible way to increase the trap life time. What is even more important here is
that the field can be created by an arbitrary distribution of
geometrically similar currents, being always closed according to
the conditions mentioned above 'see also Section 2.1). It is
natural to try to find a current distribution and helix geometry which is "nearly force-free" and at the same time provides
a field structure being suitable for plasma confinement. The
naine"nearly force-free" indicates that in this case the pondei—
motive forces on conductors being situated in dangerous or
"weak" places are absent or essentially less than those existing
in present Tornado devices
A first attempt in this direction has been .nade in paper jl8]
for a helix without elastic forces. It has been found that the
ponderomotive forces can be reduced, as compared to the case
of a uniform winding, when a system is chosen in which the steps
of the spiral winding are smaller near the poles than near the
equatorial plane. A computer "experiment" has been made with
the help of the following method. The rings representing the
helix turns were displaced step by step in the direction being
opposite to the force affecting these rings, and the ring diameters were changed simultaneously- In this way the computer
searched an equilibrium configuration. The configuration was
considered to be in equilibrium if the sum of forces on alJ rings,
except those being nearest to the poles which were being fixed,
were 10 times less than the maxlw'im force on the initial configuration with a constant step winding. Such configurations
were found for different numbers of heiLcal turns. In fact, it
then came out that the rings wore concentrated very strong! y to-
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wards the poles. The life time of such systems is at least several
orders larger than that of a system with uniform distributions
of rings. The field structure of these modified systems has not
been considered, so far.
The increase of the trap "life time" is one of the main problems in further development of the program described in the
present paper.
2.4. The Behaviour of Charged Particles and Plasma in Tornade Traps
Studies of the magnetic field topology are necessary but not
sufficient for determining the efficiency of magnetic confinemert.
Thus, it is also important to calculate the particle trajectories
and to investigate experimentally their behaviour in real traps
and in models, as well as the complete balance of a quasi-neutral
dense plasma. The reasons for studying particle trajectories in
the present system are as follows:
(i)

A magnetic field closeness does not make sure the absence of particle losses because the particle drift motions across the magnetic field can give rise to extra
losses. In other wor.ls, the structure of the particle trajectories can differ from the structure of the field lines
and may have no separatrix.

(ii)

The field of a rea.1 trap is different from the field of
ideal systems studied by theory, as a consequence of a
finite diameter of the conductors and of various inaccuracies in their technical realjzation. All these factors can
give rise to particle losses too.

(iii)

It has to be investigated whether a diffusion connected
with "banana" trajectories becomes important. Therefore
it is necessary to determine the width of these trajectories, and to compare it with the particle Larmor radii.

Calculations of particle trajectories in the trap under consideration have been made in paper fl9} by means of the drift
approximation of first order orbit theory. The equations of particle motion were solved with the help of numerical methods. It
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was supposed that the particles have certain energies as well as
various magnetic moments and initial conditions. Step by step these
particle trajectories were calculated with a simultaneous control
of the validity of the drift approximation in each step. It was
found that some drift trajectories went outside the central part
of the trap, near a certain pole, thus moving into the gap between a helix and then leaving the trap near the other pole. This
occurs also in the absence of such field perturbations which make
the field lines leave the volume bounded by the separatrix. The
thickness of the layer of these trajectories, i.e. the "gap width"
of the drift trajectories, was determined by the method described
in detail in Ref.[jL7J . In order to find out whether the losses
due to this gap are dangerous, their magnitude has been compared
with the value of the inevitable losses connected with classical
diffusion. Here, it has been taken into account that the gap
can be the result of both the field perturbations and the drift
trajectory structure. In. paperjjL7] a corresponding particle life
time has been found, as determined by losses along the field
lines because of the separatrix destruction. It was established
that these particle losses do not matter at all as compared to
the diffusion losses, even if the field perturbations were essentially larger than those being possible under actual conditions.
An estimate of the losses induced by the particle drift motion
was made in paper Q.9] , where it has been shown that these losses
are approximately equal to the losses which would occur when the
drift is suppressed because of the destruction of the separatrix
by a large magnetic perturbation.
The calculations (j.9j of particle trajectories with different
equivalent magnetic moments showed that the "banana" width was
smaller than the Larmor radii by two to three orders of magnitude. Consequently, the presence of locally trapped particles
does not give rise to an increase of the diffusion. This is
to be expected since the trap field is almost poloidal.
The numerical results being obtained in £l9] agree very well
with the experimental results being obtained earlier by investigating the electron behaviour in the trap Q.4Q . The experimental
method being used to investigate the confining properties of a
closed system by filling it with electrons was proposed and
described in papers Q.3,1!Q. Briefly, it can be summarized as
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follows. There is an injector put into the trap, and an electron
current is recovered both to a collector surrounding the system
at the outside (4TT - collector) , and to a collector placed in
the interior of the system and at its constructive elements. In
addition, the total space charge of electrons, being inside the
trap at a given moment, is being measured. As has been shown in
papers Q.3,14,15] the results of these measurements can be used
to determine the availability and position of the separatrix,
the influence of field perturbations on the field structure, and
the "partial" life times of electrons with respect to different
channels of their losses, such as those from particles, leaving
the trap, from destruction of constructive elements, etc.
Fig.17 gives the electron life time in the trap versus the
injection current. Extrapolation of this dependence to zero injection current gives a life time T = 40 ysec. Just this value
was obtained in further calculations QsfJ at conditions being
close to those prevailing in the experiments.
Fig. 18 gives the current to the inner and outer (with respect
to the separatrix) system elements (including the injector holder)
versus the position of the injector. The latter is put into the
system along one of the radial directions. The calculated radius
of the separatrix r is marked on the abscissa axis. It is seen
that *he current is switching abruptly from the outer to the
inner elements at the time when the Injector crosses the separatrix. At the same moment (Fig. 18b) the electron life time in
the trap begins to increase very quickly.
The dependence on m (Fig. 19a) of the current of electrons
leaving the trap shows that the flux of lost electrons has a minimum at the value m = m
corresponding to the existence of a
spherical separatrix (Fig. 19b). In addition, this current value
coincides well with the expected one, being determined by the
diffusion (the level of the diffusion current is dotted) and the
drift motion of the electrons.
Consequently, this experiment confirms well the basic predictions of the theory and the results of the numerical calculations
being related to the field structure of the trap and to the behaviour of a confined cloud of charged particles. Some considerations about the behaviour of individual particles will be given
in the further parts of this survey.
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The investigations of the plasma behaviour in the present traps
started at an early stage of the program described here. During
a number of years the experimental results [20-22]] have lagged
behind the theoretical results and calculations [JB,18,i;Q , and
only relatively recently there was a possibility to make comparisons between them Q.8,19]. At this point there were experimental results which together with calculations, gave the possibility and basis for creating a larger and more perfect device,
"Tornado-650", and gave rise to new suggestions about plasma creation and heating in this trap [23,24].
Experiments were made with traps of outer helix diameters 200 inm
[20,21]] and 300 mm jj22] . The traps were placed in a cylindrical
chamber made of china, with a volume being many times larger than
the trap volume. The chamber was filled with hydrogen. The magnetic field strength of the trap, in the region where it has its
maximum value (i.e. in the region of the magnetic barrier), was
up to 0.15 T for the trap with diameter 200 mm, and up to 0.35 T
for the trap with diameter 300 mm. The traps were filled with a
plasma by means of Z-, or ^--discharge's. The Z-discharge was
switched on between the poles in the Interior of the trap. A
conductor of the inner helix itself worked as one of the electrodes; another electrode was put into the trap in a short depth
and coaxially with respect to the feeding wire of the inner
spiral coil. The peak value of the Z-discharge current was 15 ki\.
As has been mentioned above, the current passing along one of
the trap diameters does not destroy the field closeness. A
(^-discharge was generated by passing a quickly oscillating current
through the helix conductors, simultaneously with the quasistationary current creating the field, at a current frequency of
about 40 kHz.
Fig. 20 gives time-integrated photographs by 6- and Z-discharges. These results are very typical. The sharp boundary of
plasma should be noticed in both cases, as well as the absence
of visible large-scale instabilities which would "smear out"
these pictures on an integrated time scale. The field closeness
is appearing abruptly. It is visible as soon as the pictures
of Fig. 20a and Fig.20b are compared with the picture of Fig. 20c.
The latter has been obtained at conditions where the outer helix
was absent and the field had the geometry of a mirror trap.
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In this case, it is clearly seen that a plasma is flowing out
of the trap along the field lines.
Measurements of the time dependence of plasma density and
electron temperature were made for Z-discharges only, during a
period of trapped plasma decay after the end of the discharge
period. The plasma density at the end of the latter period was
about 10
m . The electron temperature of a plasma at the
beginning of its decay, as estimated from measurements of its
conductivity, was about 4 • 5 ev. After 100 usec it was lowered
to 2.0 ev, as obtained through probe measurements. Experiments
were further made to find the plasma life time with the help
of a HF-interferometer, the probe being absent in the trap in
this case.
Analysis of the time dependence of the plasma density during
plasma decay indicates that, in all cases observed, the main
plasma loss is due to classical diffusion across the magnetic
field. In particular, this follows from the confining field B
dependence of the decay time pictured in Fig.21. Here, the
solid lines give a quadratic dependence T « B , and dots represent
experimental values of x obtained at different values of B and
2
densities n. The dots lie perfectly on a curve where i <* B .
The m dependence of the plasma decay time (Fig.22) has a
strongly marked peak, and the value m corresponding to this peak
of plasma life time is the same for both the trap with the diameter 200 mm and that with the diameter 300 mm, both being equal
to about 0.6. At the same time the value m is equal to about
0.85 for these traps. Fig.23 shows the dependence T(m) for the
trap with the diameter 300 mm, and a corresponding oscillogram
of the probe currents. Oscillations of the probe current are
absent only in the case of m-values corresponding to peak
values of the plasma time life. In all other cases low-frequency
oscillations are existing. The oscillations testify that at these
conditions large-scale instabilities are developed in the plasma.
The nature of these instabilities was not investigated; unboubtedly they could be of magneto-hydrodynamtc origin.
In order to obtain a final convincing proof that only classical diffusion is responsible f.or the plasma decay, it is necessary
to calculate the plasma life time, including the mechanism just
mentioned and its dependence on the various parameters of the
system, and then to verify whether M H > obtained result.s coincide well with oxpori Tifj (
. .TJ. ri;it. ,n.. Hue'1 •• a'1 cul ai i ons w? r f ful-

filled in papers Tl8,2b] .
A correct formulation of the problem of plasma diffusion in
these traps requires the solution of the three-dimensional diffision equation with a magnetic field of highly complicated structure. Therefore in papers Qi8r25j the traps with helix distribution of currents have been changed into a model of their axisymmetric correspondence - every helix has been changed into a
set of rings , with the number of rings being equal to the number
of helix turns and the rings lying on the spherical surface and
in planes being parallel to each other. The magnetic fiv;\d of
such a model has closed magnetic surfaces within the whole volume.
This allows Q26] to reduce the present problem to the solution
of the corresponding one-dimensional equations. The differences
between the structures of the trap field and the model field are
not essential within the range of parameters for which the calculations have been made, as shown in[j25] .
The diffusion equation has been solved numerically with the
help of a computer, at different values of m = JQ.,*/ 1 ^. anc*
d (the diameter of a ring conductor), and with fixed values of
the turn (or ring) numbers K and the ratio between the radii
of the outer and inner spheres. The plasma has been considered
to be completely ionized. The results of the plasma life time
thus calculated, were compared with experimental data, as
presented in Fig.22. The m-value dependence of the dacay decrement T characterizes the plasma behaviour in the trap to a
large extent. There is good agreement between the experimentally
observed and calculated behaviour in Fig.22. The results of
this comparison appeared to be so convincing fchat no B
diffusion calculations were made. On the other hand, a local
diffusion coefficient was evaluated. It was found that everywhere
in the trap (apart from the vicinity of the peculiarities) the
ratio between the Bohm aad the classical diffusion coefficients
became Dg/D , > 1 during the decay. For example, this ratio
changes in the interior of the trap in the range from 3 to 30
l ft — H
with n - 10
m ', T ( •• 0.5 ev, and with peak field values
being used.
The diffusion calculations make it possible to explain the
observed peak values of: the plasma life time as functions of
the value m, in cases where the latter becomes somewhat less than
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the value m = m corresponding to the existence of a separatrix.
The reasons for this are as follows. Both the trap used in the
experiments and its model being calculated had 8 turns (or rings),
and tnerefore ;i = r +/r\ ~ 1-25 and, as a consequence, m = O.tf?
Such a trap has in the inner region a field which sometimes becomes less (~ 7 times) than the field between the helices. The
m-value decrease, i.e. the increase of the inner helix current
or decrease of the outer helix current, leads to a field strength
increase in the interior of the trap, and to a field decrease
between the helices. The volume of increasing field is large as
compared to that where the field decreases. Therefore the diffusion losses will decrease when m decreases. At the same time,
the losses connected with plasma disappearing along the field
lines appear to increase. In other words, a peak in the life
time appears as the result of these two competing factors.
However, in practice the losses connected with the violation of
the field closeness are small even with the present perturbations
(Am - 0.25 m ). This is confirmed by the fact that both experiments and calculations give peak values of the life time
at m = 0.65, and for the traps discussed here the field strengths,
both in a trap and between the helices, are about the same at
such m-values.
It is evident that the trap parameters can be chosen in a way
that the field strengths, both in the interior of the trap and
between its helices, are of about the same magnitude, with the
value m corresponding to the existence of a separatrix. This
will occur under the condition Q7,19,2*0 :

8/(u -

•= irn(l - ro/p)

The quantitative solution of the problem concerning the
largest permissible diameter of the inner helix conductor provides one of the results obtained from the calculations of plasma
diffusion in the trap. Qualitative consideration shows that,
with the current system of the actual parameters, extremely large
diameters of the inner helix conductors exist; as soon as the
diameter grows larger than this, the diffusion flux of plasma
to the conductor surfaces wilJ Jncroase abruptly. In fact, the
diameter of the inner helix conductor can be made so large that,
all field lines surround one conductor only ("individual" field
lines) . i.e. these lines form, a sheath of the toroidal magnetic
surfaces and encircle thr> conductor. Even if field lines cross
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the conductor for a small part of each turn around it, the
conductor is not protected by its own magnetic field. It is
clear that this leads to an abrupt decrease of the "diffusion
length" and the plasma lice time.
Fig.24 shows the decay time of the plasma calculated for
different relative diameters of the inner helix conductor. It
is seen that, in the case discussed above (the number of turns
is 8, and r f / r - = 1.25), an abrupt decrease of the plasma
life time occurs when the conductor diameter d exceeds a value
given by d/2 r l n = 0.04 5.
This part of the present survey can finally be summarized
as follows:
1. A class of magnetic fields with a spherical separatrix
is existing.
2. Inside the separatrix the field strength distribution is
determined by an arbitrary distribution of currents lying
on two concentric spheres. Geometrical similarity of these
current distributions and a definite ratio between their
strengths are the only restrictions.
3. The conditions providing a closed field structure can
be satisfied with the help of simple technical means.
4. The field of the Tornado trap has a spherical separatrix,
and its distribution is favourable for the purpose of
plasma confinement.
5. The experiments conducted so far are consistent with
classical diffusion across the magnetic field and a
corresponding rate of plasma decay in these traps.
6. Relatively strong perturbations of the trap field have
so far not been found to give rise to particle (or plasma)
losses which are considerable as compared with classical
diffusion losses.
7. The trap life time does not restrict investigations of
the plasma behaviour on laboratory scale, but it seems
to be much smaller ttuin the time of pXasma diffusion under
the desired cond.itdons of a full-scale fusion reactor.
8. Further investigatiors are needed on the equilibrium,
confinement, and stability of a dense quasi-neutral
plasma in Tornado traps, with particular emphasis on
charge-»pparation phenomena and the macroscopic behaviour
of the plasma.
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3. Rotating Plasmas In Closed Traps
3.1. Plasma Production and Heating with the Help of a Discharge
with Crossed E and B Fields
In paper [23] it has been proposed to use a discharge with
crossed electric and magnetic fields as a plasma source, and as
a method of plasma heating in closed magnetic traps. Thus, this
method was suggested for plasma production and heating in the
"Spherator"[2] . During the first half and in the middle of the
sixtieth years, investigations of rotating plasmas were made in
a relatively large number of laboratories of the world. One can
find a detailed bibliography on this matter in the survey£27] .
In addition, it is worth to mention the series of papers given
in (28j. Then, the interest in this method by the investigators
working with the fusion problem was lost to some extent. Obviously, it was connected with the existence of the limit of the
rotating plasma velocity, i.e. the Alfvén limit Q29] in the systems
with rotating plasma being investigated. This limit did not allow
to obtain a plasma with a temperature more than about 10 ev [27,
30,31^. In 1966 B. Bonnevier [32jproposed to use a rotating
plasma in crossed fields in order to separate elements and isotopes of different masses. Further discussions on this possibility
were given in E33,34J and rotating plasmas were reconsidered from
this point of view (35,36").
Already in 1958 [37]] the possibility was considered to decrease
the particle losses out of opened traps with the help of plasma
rotation, /urther, in 1968, V.I. Volosov, V.E. Palchikov, and
F.A. Celnikov proposed the use of plasma rotation in order to
suppress a cone instability in the mirror trap £3ffJ . The investigations in this direction are being vigorously fulfilled (j9,403.
At the Novosibirsk laboratory the critical velocity has further
been exceeded by a large factor, in plasmas being permeable

to neutral gasQcQ»
In 1975 S.I. Braginski considered a possibility to clean the
Tokamak plasma by means of centrifugal forces arising at the
protective layer of a rotating plasma being produced by special
means [J4Q . The possibility of using the centrifugal forces in
order to remove impurities from a plasma was also pointed out
in papers [27,32] .
On the whole, during the last two decades, a big amount of
information has been obtained about the properties and peculiar.!-
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ties of discharges with crossed electric and magnetic fields,
and the main laws of the rotating plasma behaviour are now clear.
The information allows to predict with relatively high accuracy
the rotating plasma behaviour in systems in which discharges
of such type have not yet been used, for example, in closed
systems.
In 1975 it was suggested to use the rotating plasma technique in order to produce and heat plasma in the Tornado device [23].
In our opinion,combination of these two methods (confinement and
heating of a plasma) allows to use the possibilities and qualities
of each method at its largest completeness. Of course, the attractive features of this combination are determined not so much
by utilitarian purpose as, first of all, by:
a) a possibility to investigate the behaviour of a clean
plasma at a temperature being higher than that earlier
achieved in this trap in investigations of the confining
properties of the field;
b) a possibility to investigate the properties of a rotating
plasma in a closed field at conditions where the Alfvén
limit of the rotation velocity is expected to be absent.
In principle, the discharge with crossed E and B fields is
a rather effective method of putting energy into a plasma. The
energy is partly being fed into the macroscopic motion of the
plasma rotation, partly into the thermal motion by means of
collisions. The collision frequencies are usually much smaller
than the cyclotron frequencies. Plasma heating with non-uniform
rotation velocity v (r,6) takes place because of the presence
of a viscosity connected mainly with ion-ion collisions [^42,27} .
A current across the magnetic field is flowing in a plasma
with dissipation, not only during an initial period but during a
stationary state,too. The field of this currert perturbs the
confining field, and this could Increase the plasma losses.
According to the results of the previous part of this paper, one
can consider these losses not to play any essential role in the
total balance of particles and energy. In addition, a clean
experiment makes it possible to investigate the confining properties of the field. In this case, after the creation of a
rotating plasma, the power input can be cut off and the energy
containment time of the plasma be directly studied in a "freewheeling" mode. Both T and v decrease during free-wheeling,
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where there is no extra heating.
When using a dense ("impermeable") rotating plasma in an
open trap with end insultors, the rotation velocity and the
plasma temperature usually become restricted, but for low-density
plasmas this situation can be changed in certain traps. This
is connected with the fact that the magnetic field lines inevitably cross constructive elements of the system, such as the end
insulators placed at the magnetic mirrors. Thus, plasma flows
along the field lines and interacts with the surfaces of the
system elements, in a way to give rise to thin layers of neutral
gas near these elements as the result of wall recombination and
gas desorption from the insulator surfaces. The interaction and
ionization role within these neutral gas layers increases abruptly at the moment when the plasma rotation velocity reaches the

Alfvén limit[2S>3 :

where 4>. is the ionization potential of the gas. With hydrogen
and helium the Alfvén limit is equal to 5.1 x 10 m/sec and
3.4 x 10 m/sec, respectively. There is so far no final theoretical explanation of this phenomenon. In accordance with the
"law of isorotation" established by Ferraro Jj4Jp , the angular
rotation velocity of a hot plasma is constant along each given
field line. The velocity of
plasma rotation is therefore restricted in the whole trap volume when there is critical velocity
limitation at the end insulators. Naturally, this makes the
plasma temperature restricted too, because of its dependence on
heating by viscous friction between the layers of the rotating
plasma. As has been mentioned earlier, the corresponding peak
values of the temperature are about 10 K° only L?0,3|] . All
restrictions do not have to be present in the Tornado devices
in which either the field is completely closed, or the magnetic
flux connected with escaping field lines is quite small (see
Section 2 ) . This is the first of a number of circumstances making
the combination of Tornado devices and rotating plasmas both
attractive and natural. There are now indications in our first
experiments that rotation velocities can be obtained which exceed
the Alfvén limit ["40,44,45,46] .
The second favourable circumstance is connected with small
losses too. It is due to the fact that the so-called Poletaev
limit £473/ i«e. the lower limit of a neutral gas density at
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which a plasma can be created by ionization, is being decreased.
This limit arises as the result of a competition between creation and disappearance of the charged particles. Here the number
of neutral atoms being ionized per unit time is proportional to
the neutral gas density in particular. So, a small loss rate
allows the neutral density to be small and still making this
balance positive, i.e. a plasma can then still be created. The
corresponding decrease in plasma density, at a given power being
spent on plasma heating, also means an increase in plasma temperature.
Calculations and estimations [23,24,27] show that, if the losses
remain diffusional at a temperature increase, then there can be
created a fully ionized relatively hot plasma being impermeable
to neutral gas in the trap, i.e. by means of the crossed-field
method considered here. The inhomogeneity of the rotation velocity, and the viscosity of such a plasma ensure the energy absorption to be sufficiently effective to sustain a stationary
state at rather high plasma temperatures.
A plasma rotation as a whole provides the system with a number of positive features. First, there is effective cleaning of
a plasma from heavy impurities as the result of the centrifugal
forces [48,49]. In addition, the centrifugal force makes the
plasma concentrate to the equatorial plane of the trap. Because
of this, the plasma density is decreasing near the poles which
are the most dangerous parts of the magnetic bottle from the
stand-point of plasma losses [24,29-31,37]. And finally there
should be some stabilizing influence from the Coriolis force \j.Ä\ .
In order to present a quantitative description it is necessary
to consider a concrete scheme of rotating plasma creation in
Tornado traps. Several such schemes are possible. For example,
an electric field perpendicular to the confining magnetic field
arises inevitably in the space between the turns of the inner
helix, since a potential difference exists between these turns.
In principle, this field can be used in order to create a rotating plasma.
Here, we shall instead consider the scheme of Fig.25 proposed
in [23j and realized in papers £48,493. Th* 8 scheme uses the
fact that the inner helix is an outer element with reference
to the plasma, and the whole of its surface becomes accessible
from outer space. This allows to place a wire along a conductor
of the inner helix, being insulated from the helix and running
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all the way to its middle turn. One or several extended electrodes with angular distance ~ 2n are placed along this middle
turn. Usually, these electrodes serve as anode. The cathode has
the form of a metallic ring and is placed near to the spherical
separatrix L , but outside of it (see Fig.25). Of course, both
the wire running along the helix, and the anodes must be thinner
than the sheath of "toroidal" magnetic surfaces which run along
the spiral and the last of which will be called "the inner separatrix Ljt". Strictly speaking the system of conductors and the field
of the Tornado trap have no axis of symmetry - the axis connecting the trap poles (see Fig.25) is not an axis of symmetry because
the trap field has the spiral symmetry. This leads to the fact
that there exists a component of the rotation velocity being
directed towards the surface of the inner helix conductor. However, when the deviation from axisymmetry is small, this component is small tooas compared with |v^|; nevertheless, it must be
taken into account in the analysis of the particle and plasma
behaviour. In other words, the direction of the electric drift
velocity v
forms a small angle with the inner helix surface,
its mean value being about 1/2 N., where N. is the number of
helix turns. The questions about the corresponding particle losses
have been considered in detail in papers [24,5(f] where it was
shown that the situation is similar to that arising in connection with the problems of aagnetic protection of the ring coil
supports in the Spherator |^2r5l]. With these results, one can
state that single charged particles with thermal velocity w
do not reach the inner helix if the two following conditions are
satisfied. First, the ion Larmor radius in the field near the
surface of the inner helix should not exceed the average distance
between the conductor surface and the inner separatrix (see also
[l9J). Second, the ratio 2N.w/|v^ [ has to exceed a critical
value being about equal to unity. With a Maxwellian distribution of velocities, these conditions have to be satisfied for
the main part of this distribution, with the exception of a small
number of particles with high energy belonging to the tail of
the distribution. All these considerations form a basis for the
system to be closed also in presence of a rotating plasma, provided that it does not become necessary to take into account
drift losses and deviations from classical diffusion.

We now turn to the balance of particles, momentum, and
energy during the start-up process, i.e. the conditions for
creating a rotating plasma. From integration of the particle
balance equation, one can obtain Q7,47j the condition:
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where n and n are average densities of the plasma and neutral
gas, respectively, n n m i n is the Poletaev limit, X is the
average rate of ionization within the plasma volume V, v is
the velocity of escaping plasma particles and dj> is an element
of the surface of the plasma body.
In the case of a rotating plasma, the minimum "burnout" current
value for reaching full ionization of the neutral gas becomes

~~ " < r o2

w

w V c S I '. f r n no / 4 B o V ( 1 "

(10)

1/2 , T is the wall temperature; v l s
= <8kTw/rimn)
where
c
the critical Alfvén velocity n
is the initial density of neutral
gas in the discharge chamber of volume V , f is the dimensionless average value of r in the interior of the confinement volume
V, L # is the average extension of the plasma body along the magnetic field B, and B is the average value of the magnetic field
in the equatorial plane.
The formulae (9), (10) can also be applied in a first approximation to the case where there is a formation of "spoke-shaped"
structures \j§\ during the process of ionization and "burn-out".
Fig.26a shows the dependence of "burn-out" current on the
density of neutral hydrogen and on the magnetic field strength
in the case of Tornado-650 [24,5Q~].
As a result of the start-up process, a plasma is created
which can either be permeable or impermeable with respect to fast
neutral particles, i.e. such particles which adopt the local ion
temperature. The penetration depth of such a neutral particle
into the plasma body becomes L f ~ 1/* « " where a , is the
equivalent cross section of the corresponding diffusion and
ionization process. Clearly, at given conditions (kind of gas,
temperature of the gas and plasma, dimensions of the plasma body)
there exists a value of the plasma density n c r = l/f'ofLeff
which is critical in the sense that the plasma becomes impermeable
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to neutral particles when

n >

and permeable when n < n
cf
Here, e f f
some characteristic dimension of the plasma body.
It is also clear that, in a stationary state of the rotating
plasma, the conditions of balance between the plasma and the
neutral gas are different in the cases n >> n
and n < n
cr
^ cr
Both these cases have been considered in detail in paper [52J.
In a stationary state of a permeable plasma, neutral gas is
present within the whole plasma body. In this case the density
of neutral atoms is much smaller than the ion density. Concerning the stationary state of an impermeable plasma, the latter is
practically free from neutral gas in its central region, and the
latter is separated from surrounding walls by a partially ionized
layer. The neutral gas densities inside this layer are of about
the same magnitude at the conditions of present interest [j>2] .
Making use of the results of papers [24,27,52] , we can write
down the basic relations obtained from the balance equations in
the case of a fully ionized, impermeable plasma being in a stationary state, and having energy and particle losses determined
by classical diffusion and radiation.
The life time of particles in the trap is about
(11)
S B
o <r02 r O i } / 8 V o o J.
L

is

where K is dimensionless factor being about equal to unity, n
is the classical resistivity, and f x is a coefficient connected
with particle diffusion across the magnetic field towards the
inner separatrix L.j its value being in the range 1 < f x i N./2.
Here and further on V , n and T stand for maximum values of
o' o
o
the rotation velocity, the ion densityr Q ~and(see
the Fig.25)
temperature,
near the
respectively, in the region rQ, £ r
equatorial
plane
of of
the
trap. t is given by
The "life
time"
momentum
kT

<r

02 " r Ol ) m i

(12)

The second term in the right hand member takes into account the
viscosity due to the frequency of ion-ion collisions v.., and u>,
is the ion cyclotron frequency. The calculated dependence of the
"momentum confinement time" on the plasma density and the magnetic field strength for the Tornado-650 device is demonstrated
in Fig.27.
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Relation (12) can be
in an experiment with a
supply current. In such
velocity decreases with
relation (12) under the

used in a direct analysis of the losses
rotating plasma, where one cuts off the
a "free-wheeling" mode the rotation
the time decrement t . When obtaining
assumption of classical diffusion, t
2
^
occurs to be proportional to B ,/T . And so,one can ascertain
whether the mechanism of losses being assumed is in fact realized, with the help of measurements of the time dependence of a
freely rotating plasma at different values of B and T .
In the case of a stationary state the energy balance equation
yields
(13)
,
is a dimensionsless factor being
where -y = (r 02 - *"01)B
47
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of order unity,
= 2.71 x 10 * , k_ = 1.50 x 10' , C = 1.7 x
10~
represents Bremsstrahlung losses, C = 1.41 x 10~13 the
fusion power production at the rate p. £24,50] . A is the effective mass number, and UnA is the Coulomb logarithm. This equation has been obtained under the conditions that
(i) the energy gain is due to "friction between the plasma
layers" and to fusion reactions,
(ii) the losses are connected with classical cross diffusion,
heat conduction, aid radiation.
When the last term in this equation is neglected, the relation
between v and T has the form shown in Fig.28.
In the case of a permeable plasma, the equations being analogous to (10) - (13) have terms describing an interaction of
the plasma with neutral gas as discussed in[24,27].
From the equation of energy balance (13) it follows that the
plasma temperature increases with increasing rotation velocity.
In the case of a closed system with the Alfvén limit being absent, the temperature and the rotation velocity become instead
restricted by a permissible value of L In a calculation of p
it is necessary to take into account the action of the centrifugal force. We assume the outer plasma boundary to be situated
at r = r Q 2 in the limit of small forces, and the gas pressure
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and the centrifugal force to displace this boundary the distance
Ar Q 2 in the radial direction. The dependence of t on the system
parameters, on the inner helix current I., and on the azimuthal
current 1^ of the plasma has been obtained in papers L.24,53J
becomes
r n r 02 / 02
2kT

i

o < r 0 2 + r 01 }

r

02 +

r

01

~~i n v

m4yl (r02
AO - r_.)
01'

B2

where k and k are dimensioniess factors of order unity. The
stability of the boundary layer of an impermeable plasma was
considered in papers [J54,5i]. The stabilizing influence of the
magnetic field inhomogeneity was discussed in [^6,5T].
Some concrete numerical examples illustrate all these results
[24] . Calculations were made for Tornado-650 £49] , and for a
device being about twice as iarge. The main parameters of the
trap are given in Table 1. In the calculations f A = 6, f = 2 ,
k = 1 , g = n.l, S.nA = 10, and T ~ 500°K. The ranges of densiP
20
22 -3
ty 10
*"n < 10 m
correspond to an impermeable plasma. The
burn-out current I
can be treated in the case of Tornado-650
with the help of the nomocram of Fig.26a; the relations between
the plasma density, the magnetic field strength, and the rotation velocity of the plasma are given by the diagrams of Fig.26b.
As follows from these diagrams, relatively high temperatures
should be obtained in device Tornado-650 being presently in
operation, provided that a stable state can be secured and that
the critical velocity phenomenon is being avoided.
Fig.29 shows the analogous graphs which allow to obtain the
values of temperature and density in the case of a larger device.
Fig.30 shows the fusion power and the neutron creation as functions of the magnetic field strength in the case of a large
trap with A = 2.5.
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3.2. Experimental Investigation of a Rotating Plasma in Tornado
Traps
Up to the moment where the present paper has been written, only
the results of the first stage of rotating plasma creation and
corresponding investigations in the Tornado trap have been published. The purpose of this stage was to realize crossed electric and magnetic field discharges in the trap, and to compare
in the first approximation the main features of rotating plasma
behaviour with those being predicted.
Investigations were made with the Tornado-650 device |_48,49j .
The scheme of this trap is pictured in Fig.31, and photographs
are shown in Fig.32. In the case of this device, the vacuum
chamber was placed inside the outer helix. The chamber consists
of two Magdeburg hemispheres (i.e. they have no fixing arrangements) with the outer helix fixed on their external surfaces. The
inner diameter of the spherical chamber is 828 mm. The chamber
was made of a non-magnetic steel of thickness 5 mm. The internal
surfaces of the hemispheres are covered with a layer of enamel.
Each helix has 12 turns. The inner helix has been made from
a copper rod of diameter 14 mm, being wound on the surface of a
tool having a special form. This form was chosen in such a way
that the helix was fixed at its upper point, and was transformed
Into a spherical shape under the action of gravity and elastic
forces. The helices can be independently supplied by current.
Electrodes serving the purpose of switching on the discharge
along the trap axis '/ore put into the interior of the chamber,
coaxially with the supplying feeders of the inner helix. The
current supply of the helices and the plasma creation and heating
system were provided by the help of special capacitor banks
having a total stored energy of about 100 kJ. A current pulse
through the outer helix increases to its peak value during the
time t = 1.25 msec, and then decreases exponentially with a
time decrement of 15 msec. Such a slow current decrease allows
to get rid of the field distortion caused by the conducting
chamber, by switching on the feeding of the inner helix after
the magnetic field created by the outer helix current has penetrated into the interior of the chamber. The duration of the
current pulse through the inner helix is t = 2.5 msec. The peak
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value of the magnetic field strength is about 0.25 T under the
condition that the separatrix exists. This condition is fulfilled
with an accuracy of ± 10% during a time of about 1.0 msec.
With currents passing through the helices and the inner helix
being fixed at two points only (the upper, and the lower poles of
the trap),the latter are deformed under the action of electrodynamic forces. The displacement of the helix turnsc and the
duration during which it occurs, are determined by the mechanical
inertia of the helix, and by the value and duration of the current
pulse. Elastic forces do not play any practical role in this
connection. The current pulse through tha inner helix has the
form of one half of a sine period, with the duration of 2.2 msec
and with the amplitude of 27 kA. With this pulse passing through
the inner helix, and with a quasistationary current through
the outer one, the displacement of the middle turn of the inner
helix does not exceed 2 mm at the end of the pulse. The largest
deviation of the helix out of its initial form is such that th'~
deformation remains within the elastic limit.
The field strength distribution along one of the radial directions is shown in Fig.33 for a number of values of m = 1 o u t / I i n «
The ratio between the field strength in the spacing between the
helix(inside the "magnetic barrier"; and that in the trap center
is equal to 2 at the value m = m = 0.84 for which a separatrix
is existing.
The scheme of the electrode system is shown in Fig.31b. These
electrodes are used to create the electric field and discharge
current. Six anodes having the form of steel wire pieces with
the diameter of 6 mm are placed on the middle turn of the inner
helix. The feeding wires are placed along the inner helix and
are led outside the chamber near the trap pole. The ring anode
is placed near the separatrix and outside of it, somewhat below
the mid-plane of the trap (for technical reasons), at an angle
with this plane being equal to the angle of inclination of
the helix.
The discharge is fed from the electrodes by two voltage pulses. The first pulse provides preionization and has the duration
of 100 v sec and the initial amplitude of 10 kV. The second
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pulse provides a rotating plasma having an acceleration which
can take place within the range from 10 to 800 u sec. The
voltage amplitude of this pulse is 10 kV, and the maximum discharge current is 5 kA. There is foreseen the possibility of fast
(during 0.5 y sec) transition to free-wheeling, by current cutcff at a given moment. This possibility was not used in the
experiments being described. The experiments were made with
hydrogen, helium, or argon as filling gases.
In order to investigate the plasma behaviour there were measured all currents and voltages, microwave plasma radiation, radiation spectra within the wave length range 380G -»• 6900 Å, Doppler
shifts of various lines of the spectrum, and the plasma density
with the help of a laser interferometer. Different probes have
been introduced in the plasma body in order to determine the
position of its boundary, i.e. the boundary of the confinement
region. The changes of the plasma behaviour when obstacles were
Introduced allowed to estimate the confinement properties of
the trap. In several cases a certain percentage of heavy ions
were introduced in the plasma. Time-integrated photographs of
the plasira were taken as well. The results being published until
now can be summarized as follows:
1. The scheme and the experimental technique described in Sec.2
allow to realize a discharge with crossed fields E and B in
th« Tornado trap, and ":o accelerate and heat a plasma in this
trap.
2. After sone outgassing oy pre-discharges, the processes of
plasma creation, acceleration and heating become well reproduced; the dispersion of measured currents, densities,
and voltages is then within the limits of accuracy of the
methods of measurement.
3. The plasma appears to be highly clean, and the plasma radiation spectra do not contain measurable impurity lines. An
example of a radiation spectrum of a hydrogen plasma is givsn
in Pig.34.
4. The radiation spectrum of an argon plasma does not contain
lines of neutral argon atoms.
5. During plasma creation, i.e. in 50 jisec approximately, an
intensive microwave radiation at X = 4 • 8 nan is emitted by
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the plasma. Further, during the whole duration of the main
phase of the applied electric field, this radiation is absent.
6.

The introduction of a probe (a bar with 10 mm diameter) at a
depth of 5 •*• 8 mm into the volume bounded by the separatrix
appears to destroy the confinement,i.e. the voltage across
the plasma body then decreases strongly. This behaviour may
also be related to the critical velocity phenomenon, in a way
which has to be further investigated.

7.

There are no radiation inhomogeneities in the photographs of
a trapped plasma.

8.

The transition from the case of a uniform azimuthal plasma
distribution to the regime where there are azimuthal inhomogeneities in the form of a "spoke" occurs abruptly and can
readily be controlled.

9.

The values of the plasma rotation velocity being determined
from the electric and magnetic fields and by means of the

Dopple shift (measurements were made only for argon) of a
5
4
spectrum line are equal to 10 m/s for hydrogen, 8 x 10 m/s
4
for helium, and (2 + 5)10 m/s for argon.
10. The average plasma density along a line of sight is equal to
10 1 9 m"3.
11. An estimate of the plasma temperature gives a value of about
(20 • 30)eV.

In accordance with the Sec.2 contents from the deductions of
Section 3.1, and from the graphs of Fig.26a,b one should in the
case of Tornado-650 expect a clean and stable rotating plasma to
occur which has a high ionization degree. Thus, the hydrogen plasma
in the Tornado-trap with I

> 2kA, B = 0.25 T, and B = 0.1 is
c
o
found to rotate at the velocity v >, 10 m/sec and to have the
temper a tue T >, 4 x 10 K at a de^tity not exceeding n = 10
m~ .
The obtained results arp at least not in contradiction with
those being predicted. Although they are not exhaustive,they
support future efforts of extending the parameters of an experimental device to higher plasma temperatures. Thus, supposing the
plasma behaviour to be analogous for a device being 2.5 times as
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large as Tornado-650, but having a magnetic field strength of
B = 2.5 T, one should obtain a plasma with very interesting
parameters. With a plasma density 10 20m-3 <n
10 21 m~ 3 and
8 = 0 . 1 , the rotation velocity is then expected to be in the
range 9 x 10 m/s >v > 3 x 10 m/s and the temperature in the
range 3 x 10 6 K ^T Q <^ 3 x 10 7 K (see Fig.29). Under these conditions the number of thermonuclear reactions in the whole trap
volume would become about 5 x 10
•*• 10
s~ for a D-T mixture
(see Fig.30). Such conditions would permit investigations of a
trapped plasma at parameters being close to the thermonuclear
regime. Then the device could also be utilized as a pulsed neutron
source (j58J.
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Tahle 1. Main data adopted in calculations on "Tornado 650"
and on a larger device for studies of thermonuclear plasmas.

Symbols and units
A

Tornado 650

Thermonuclear device

1

2.5

(m)

0.32

0.60

r02

(m)

0.37

0.70

LB

(m)

1.7

rA

(m)

0.172

S

(m2)

2

-

V

(m3)

0.18

-

Vo

(m3)

0.30

-

Vw

(m3)

0.11

-

Bo

(tesla)

r

01

0.1 + 1

0.325

1 + 10
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Figure Captions
Ficj.l.

Ax i symmetric magnetic field types.
1 - currents creating the magnetic field;
a - toroidal field;
b - poloidal field?
c - screw-shaped field being the result of superposition
of the toroidal and poloidal fields.

Fig.2.

The Spherator [2 ]; 1 - straight current in axial rod,
2 - circular current in ring-shaped main coil,
3 - current distribution flowing on the sphere of
radius R •

Fly.3.

Coil configurations leading to the Tornado concept.

Fig.4

Coil systems leading to a spherical separatrix.

Fiq.5.

Simplified three-dimensional graph of field distribution in the Tornado trapflO"]. There is no indication
of the regions of strong field near the surface of
the spiral conductors.

Fig.6.

System of current-carrying conductors [l\}i
00f-symmetry axis and; n,v*,<p polar coordinates.

Fig.7.

Fields along
following V 1
1) 0.110; 2)
B divided by

Fig.6.

Fields along various raddi in the plane «P = 0 at the
following v 1 values
1) 1.46; 2) 1.50; 3) 1.53; 4) 1.55

Fig.9.

Fields along the coordinate lines at the following

various radii in the plane(p= it at the
values [llj:
0.0747; 3) 0.0867; 4) 0; Field strength
u I/4nr, .

n valuesftl]:
1) 1.050; 2) 1.100; 3) 1.150; 4) 1.2
Fig. 10. Projection of the field lines in the planey*
Fig.11. Projection of the field lines in the plane
<f = TT/2 [1JQ.
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Fig.12. Visualization of the field in a Tornado trap Qll] .
Fig.13. The behaviour of the field lines near a pole and
close to the separatrix Q.l,17j:
1 - conductors, 2 - field lines forming a separatrix,
3 - field lines forming the sheath of toroidal magnetic surfaces, AF - thickness of the sheath, s- cross
section of the toroidal surface being at the largest
distance from the conductor; 0 is the peculiar point.
Fig.14. Toroidal magnetic surface with "holes" Q.8]"1" denotes
the separatrix.
Fig.15. Tranverse cross sections in the plane passing through
the straight crosspieces near the poles and in the
equatorial plane with iff = 0, along the projection of
the lines of force on this plane \~lj2 • T n e various
patterns were obtained for various ratios of the helix
currents m a) m = 0.50; b) 0.75; c) 1.00; d) 1.25;
e) 1.50.
Fig.16. a-Diagram illustrating the gap in the separatrix for
b - dependence of the gap width on m
c - dependence of the magnetic flux through the gap on
the ratio m (curve 1) and the flux <J>/4 (curve 2)
due to the lines of force forming the sheath of
toroidal magnetic surfaces Q.7]. The quantity
<J> is the magnetic flux passing across the
equatorial plane within the inner sphere.
Fig.17

Injection-current dependence of the electron lifetime
with respect to particle escape from the trap into the
47i-collector [l5].

Fig.18

a) Dependence of the total current to the outer (1) and
inner (2) elements on the injector position U 5 j . The
injector becomes an inner element as it is moved across
the separatrix toward smaller radii.
b) Dependence of the electron lifetime with respect to
secape into the 4n-collector on the injector position
near r.

I"].
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Fig.19a. Dependence on m of the current of electrons leaving
the trap [l5~}.
Fig.19a. Dependence on m of the lifetime of electrons with
respect tc escape from the trap into the 4n-collector
Fig.20

Time-integrated photographs of the plasma in the

trap £"21] :
a) Z-discharge in the trap» b) 6-discharge in the
trap; c) Z-discharge with the outer spiral removed.
Fig.21

The plasma lifetime as a function of the magnetic
field for various plasma densities tl,22J:
a) 0 = 200 mm trap; b) JJ = 300 mm trap.

Fig.22

Plasma lifetime as a function of the ratio of helix
currents "m" (j21,25j. Solid curve is experimental;
dashed curve has been calculated.

Fig.23

The plasma lifetime dependence on the value m with
oscillogram of probe signal dependence on the value
of m as well as oscillogram of probe currents [22J.
The trap diameter 0 = 300 mm.

Fig.24

The plasma lifetime dependence on the conductor diameter of the inner helix L.25J.

Fig.25

The scheme of rotating plasma creation in the
Tornado trap [2 j, 24""|.

Fig.26

a) Burnout current I as a function of neutral gas
filling density n
and magnetic field strength B
[24^. Data of Table 1 corresponding to Tornado -650.
b) Relations between plasma density n , magnetic
field strength B , plasma temperature T , and
rotational velocity v at a total beta value p - 0.1
£243• Data of Table 1 corresponding to Tornado-650.

Fig.27

Momentum containment time t as a function of plasma
density n and magnetic field strength B at a total
beta value B ~ O.l[24j. The values of f\ t v refer
to the limiting case of negligible momentum losses
to the surface area defined by the inner separatrix
C. in Fig.25. Data of Table 1, corresponding to
Tornado 650.

Fig.28.

Characteristic temperature T as a function of the
characteristic velocity v of a rotating fully ionized
impermeable plasma confined in a closed magnetic
bottle. The curves refer to A = 2.5 of a deuteriumtritium mixture with r/r - 1 and values of the
parameter

~

B

ran

9e

0.001 < Y i 0.2 [24].
Pig.29.

Relations between plasma density n , magnetic field
strength B plasma temperature T , and rotational
velocity v at a total beta value 0 = 0.1 [2Ä] . Data
of Table 1, corresponding to device with A = 2.5.

Fig.30.

Total thermonuclear power n and neutron production
rate v of a deuterium tritium mixture, as functions
of magnetic field strength 8 for the three values
20
1
~"\of the plasma density n Q at a
10 , 10
4
10 " m
total beta value 6 = O.l£2f]. Data of Table 1, corre-

Pig.32.

sponding to a device with A = 2.5.
The device Tornado -650;
a - the total scheme of the device £lO-22j }
b - the scheme of the electrode system (48j
with: 1 - outer helix, 2 - inner helix, 3 - vacuum
chamber, 4 - circular cathode, 5 - anode, 6 - entrance
split of spectrograph with u = 40°.
Photographs of Tornado-650.

Pig.33.

Magnetic field distribution in Tornado-650.

Pig.34.

Spectrum of the plasma radiation[48j . The reference
spectrum of Fe is shown above and below the centra]
dark strip.

Pig.31,
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MAGNETIC TRAPS WITH A f.'HERICAL SEPARATRIX TORNADO TRAPS
B.P. Peregood and r

Lehnert, November 1979, 49 p. in English

A review is given on the features of magnetic traps with
a spherical separatrix, with special emphasis on Tornado
spiral coil configurations. The confineinent and heating of
static plasmas in Tornado traps is treated, including the
topology of the magnetic field structure, the magneto-mechanical properties of the magnetic coil system, as well as the
particle orbits and plasma behaviour in these traps. In
addition, the mode of rotating plasma operation by crossed
electric and magnetic fields is being described. The results
of experiments on static and rotating plasmas are summarized.
and conclusions are drawn about future possibilities of Tornado traps for the creation and containment of hot plasmas.
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